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Abstract. There are many methods to create 3D city model, in which the 
simplest one is to extrude building footprints to obtain “block-shaped” 
polyhedra representing buildings. While the resulting 3D city models are not 
topologically consistent, if the 2D topological relationships between the 
footprints are not taken into account. As a result, the created models only meet 
the purpose of visualization. In this paper, we focus on creating topologically 
consistent 3D city models from the footprints of heterogeneous structure 
buildings. The generated models are more detailed than LOD1 of CityGML and 
are called LOD1+, which not only construct topology between buildings but 
also generate internal structure topology of them. We have implemented the 
procedure, tested it with real-world datasets, and validated it. 

Keywords: 3D city model, extrusion, topological consistent, heterogeneous 
structure building. 

1 Introduction 

3D city models have been increasingly applied as data source or visualization method 
in a growing number of fields such as urban planning, architecture, archaeological 
reconstruction, tourism, civil engineering, mobile telecommunication, energy supply, 
navigation, etc[1].Different applications require various detail and accuracy of 3D 
model. For this purpose, 3D city models were divided into five levels of details 
(LODs) by City Geography Markup Language (CityGML), from LOD0 where only 
the terrain is stored to LOD4 where buildings have detailed roofs structures, windows, 
rooms and even pieces of furniture [2]. 

There are many ways to create 3D city model, in which the simplest one is arguably 
with extrusion. That is, given a set of footprints representing the buildings or rooms 
(polygons in the plane), assign them a height and then push them upwards to create 
polyhedra[3]. Extrusion is indeed easy if the only thing you want to do with your 3D 
city model is to look at it! [2]. Many commercial software can extrude polygons to 
obtain buildings, but the resulting models cannot be stored in a topological data 
structure [3]. The reason is that the created models are not topologically consistent. In a 
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nutshell, that means that extruding results contains duplicate points, overlapping faces, 
faces intersecting where there are no points, etc[2]. Fig.1 illustrates a process where two 
building footprints are being extruded. Extrusion without considering other footprints 
only guarantee that each resulting polyhedron is valid, but not ensure that a group of 
footprints will generate a topologically consistent 3D city models.  

 

Fig. 1. (a)Two polygons in the plane.(b)Two polyhedra obtained by extrusion of the two 
polygons.(c) To be topologically consistent the front polygon of the polyhedron obtained by the 
extrusion of A should be modeled with two polygons: efgh and aehgfbcd. 

Many studies [2] [3] have been developed on topologically consistent 3D city 
model by extrusion. Models created by existing studies belong to LOD1 in CityGML. 
In this level, whole building is represented as a “block-shaped” model with flat roof 
structures and no internal floors and rooms. However, a building often includes many 
floors and rooms in the real world. Existing studies only consider the topological 
construction between buildings, but do not take into account that of internal structure 
(floors and rooms) of buildings. In fact, topology of internal structure of buildings is 
very important for many applications, such as indoor navigation [4], safe escaping 
and so on. In addition, because a building contains multiple floors and the different 
floor corresponds to different structure (i.e. heterogeneous structure), that make the 
extruding process need to consider simultaneously vertical and transverse topology. 
Therefore, topological construction of internal structure of buildings is more 
complicated than that between buildings. 

In this paper, we focus on creating more detailed topologically consistent 3D city 
models than LOD1 and are called LOD1+, which not only construct topology 
between buildings but also generate internal structure topology of them. Our main 
contribution is to create topologically consistent 3D City models of LOD1+ level 
from heterogeneous structure buildings. The remainder of this paper is organized as 
follows. Section 2 provides the basis of research. Section 3 gives our extruding 
approach for heterogeneous structure buildings. Section 4 gives ours experiments. 
Finally, section 5 offers conclusions of our work. 

2 The Basis for Research 

Topology is one of the mechanisms to describe relationships between spatial objects. 
Thus, it is the basis for many spatial operations. Let S be a set of spatial objects in 3, 
the three dimensional Euclidean space. Spatial objects in S are formed by four 
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geometric primitives: (ⅰ) ρ0 is a point(0 dimensionality); (ⅱ) ρ1 is a straight line 
segment (1-dimensionality), which is referred to simply as a line in the following; 
(ⅲ) ρ2 is a polygon (2- dimensionality); (ⅳ) ρ3 is a polyhedron (3- dimensionality). 

Topological consistency: Let S be a set of spatial objects in 3, we say that S is 
topologically consistent if the following rules are valid [3]: 

(1) every line segment ρ1 in S is formed by two points ρ0 also in S; 

(2) the intersection of two lines ρ1 
1  and ρ1 

2 , denoted ρ1 
1 ∩ ρ1 

2 , is either empty or 

is a point in S; 

(3) the intersection of two polygons ρ2 
1  and ρ2 

2 , denoted ρ2 
1 ∩ ρ2 

2 , is either 

empty or a finite set of primitives in S (points or lines). 

(4) the intersection of two polyhedrons ρ3 
1  and ρ3 

2 , denoted ρ3 
1∩ ρ3 

2 , is either 

empty or a finite set of primitives in S (points or lines or polygons). 
 

The related storage structures of topological data include half-edge, winged-edge [5], 
Quad-edge [6] and so on. From the view of manifold, they belong to manifold 
topology. In addition, many researchers also propose non-manifold data structures, 
such as Face-edge [7], Radial edge, X-maps and so on. The paper uses half-edge as 
data structure to storage the data with extrusion.  

3 Our Extruding Approach  

This section presents our algorithm to create topologically consistent 3D city model. 
The algorithm is based on the idea that the floor plans taken as the input are a set of 
topologically consistent polygons (in 2D). We use existing GIS tools (e.g. arcgis) to 
create topologically consistent 2D dataset as input and output topologically consistent 
3D models of buildings and a set of faces embedded in 3D. In created models, a 
building (polyhedra) is enclosed by its bounding faces and simply has a reference to 
these faces, and faces (or edges or nodes) shared by adjacent polyhedra (or faces or 
edges) are not duplicated. 

3.1 Generation of ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN 

According to the above analysis, the generation of floor faces or roof faces is 
influenced by the structure of adjacent floors. Therefore, extruding process needs to 
consider synthetically the relationship between the extruded floor and its adjacent 
floors. For this reason, we divide floor plans into three types: STRUCTURE-PLAN, 
ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN. 

STRUCTURE-PLAN is used to create vertical walls (polygons) and determines the 
unit structure of the whole floor. If the extruded floor is the nth, STRUCTURE-PLAN 
will be the original floor plan. 

ROOF-PLAN is used to create roof face of the extruded floor. If the extruded floor 
is n, ROOF-PLAN will be obtained by overlapping the nth and the (n+1)th 
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STRUCTURE-PLAN  (As shown in Fig.2).If building only has n floors, ROOF-
PLAN is equivalent to STRUCTURE-PLAN. 

FLOOR-PLAN is used to create floor face of the extruded floor. If the extruded 
floor is n, ROOF-PLAN will be obtained by overlapping the nth and the (n-1)th 
STRUCTURE-PLAN (As shown in Fig.2). If n is equal to 1, FLOOR-PLAN is 
equivalent to STRUCTURE-PLAN. 

From these three definitions, we can find that ROOF-PLAN of the nth floor is 
equivalent to FLOOR-PLAN of the (n+1)th floor and FLOOR-PLAN of the nth floor 
is equivalent to of the (n-1)th ROOF-PLAN floor. For a building with n floors, it 
needs n STRUCTURE-PLAN and n+1 ROOF-PLAN or FLOOR-PLAN.  

 

Fig. 2. Generation of ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN 

The overlap operation can use existing tools (e.g. arcgis) to implement. In order to 
ensure overlapped plans are topologically consistent, clean operation is used to 
reconstruct topology. In this way, we create topologically consistent ROOF-PLAN 
and FLOOR-PLAN for every floor of a building.  

3.2 Topological Construction of Vertical Direction 

After the generation of ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN, the next step is to create 
vertical walls and body data. ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN only determine the 
structure of roof face and floor face of extruded floor, but the whole floor structure is 
determined by STRUCTURE-PLAN. It’s noteworthy that STRUCTURE-PLAN  
is only used as reference to create vertical walls but itself is not the topological 
primitive of created model, which is different from the usage of ROOF-PLAN and 
FLOOR-PLAN. 

Let’s use a simple sample to illustrate. As shown in Fig.3, vertical shaded face 
(wall) is created by extruding the line segment ab. But ab is not a part of the created 
face. The edge set of the created face is composed by the following line segments: 
{Va"V", V"Vb", Vb"Vb', Vb'V',, V'Va', Va'Va"}. It can be seen that each vertex in 
STRUCTURE-PLAN creates a vertical edge, and each edge and each polygon in 
STRUCTURE-PLAN creates a vertical face and a polyhedron separately. 
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Fig. 3. Generating process of vertical wall 

Generation of Vertical Elements. Creating vertical edges. Taking out a vertex from 
the vertices set of STRUCTURE-PLAN, it seeks the vertex corresponding to 
counterpart in ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN respectively and forms a vertical 
edge. For instance, vertex Va corresponds to vertex Va' in FLOOR-PLAN and Va'' in 
FLOOR-PLAN respectively (Fig.3).Connecting Va' and Va'', a vertical edge is created. 
In order to facilitate following work, the direction of edge is from the vertex in 
FLOOR-PLAN to the vertex in ROOF-PLAN. Iterating the process, we can obtain the 
vertical edge set.  

Creating vertical faces (walls).For each edge of STRUCTURE-PLAN, corresponding 
edge set is sought in ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN. An edge in STRUCTURE-
PLAN may correspond to multiple edges in ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN. For 
example, the corresponding edges of edge VaVb are Va'V' and V'Vb' in ROOF-PLAN 
(fig.3).The found corresponding edges (crosswise edges) and the created vertical 
edges generate vertical faces in common. As shown in fig.3, the vertical face created 
by edge VaVb is Va"V"Vb"Vb''V' Va'Va", which is formed by edge set {Va"V", V"Vb", 
Vb"Vb', Vb'V',, V'Va', Va'Va"}. Here, we need to sort the edge set and make them 
arrangement in clockwise or counterclockwise order.  

Creating polyhedra. For each face (polygon) in STRUCTURE-PLAN, corresponding 
face set is sought in ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN. Similarly, a face in 
STRUCTURE-PLAN may correspond to multiple faces in ROOF-PLAN and 

FLOOR-PLAN. The corresponding faces of face f2 are f 1
 2, f 2

 2, f 3
 2 and f 4

 2. The 

found corresponding face (horizontal face) set and the created walls compose 
polyhedra in common. 

Algorithm of Seeking Corresponding Relationships. The above three steps all have 
a core issue: seeking corresponding relationship, namely, finding vertices, edges and 
faces in STRUCTURE-PLAN corresponding counterparts in ROOF-PLAN and 
FLOOR-PLAN separately. The seeking process of three corresponding relationship is 
following.  
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Seeking corresponding vertices. Due to the model obtained by extrusion, the extruded 
vertex should have same x and y coordinates in vertical direction. When we seek the 
corresponding vertices of the vertex A (x, y, z) in STRUCTURE-PLAN, z coordinate 
can be ignored and seek the nearest vertex to A (x, y). Theoretically, the coordinates 
obtained nearest vertex should equal to A. However, owing to storage error of 
computer, the nearest vertex is not equal to A and has a little offset. Therefore, the 
nearest vertex is the seeking corresponding object exactly.    

Seeking corresponding edges. Based on the method of seeking corresponding 
vertices, we can obtain the corresponding vertices in ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-
PLAN of vertices of each edge in STRUCTURE-PLAN. As shown in fig.3, 
corresponding vertices in ROOF-PLAN of vertices of edge VaVb are Va' and Vb'. After 
confirming corresponding vertices, it needs to check whether Va' and Vb' can make up 
an edge. If they can, the edge Va'Vb' is corresponding edge. Otherwise, we need to 
ignore z coordinate and find the vertex which distancing Va'Vb' less than given 
threshold in ROOF-PLAN. If the vertex is found, we think that the vertex is on the 
line. For example, Vertex V' is on the Va'Vb' in fig.3. By the way, corresponding edge 
set can be found. 

Seeking corresponding faces. With the method of seeking corresponding edges, we 
can acquire the corresponding edges (in ROOF-PLAN or FLOOR-PLAN) of all edges 
of each face in STRUCTURE-PLAN. The obtained corresponding edges draw up a 
range in ROOF-PLAN and FLOOR-PLAN. If the corresponding edges just surround 
a face, the surrounded face is corresponding face. Otherwise, we need to judge all 
faces of ROOF-PLAN (or FLOOR-PLAN) and pick out those faces which drop in the 
tagged range of the corresponding edges. These faces compose the corresponding face 
set. 

With above algorithm, topological consistent 3D models of every floor are created. 
The next step is to build the topology between floors. Because the extrusion of every 
floor is independent, the common elements (nodes, edges and faces in ROOF-PLAN 
or FLOOR-PLAN) of adjacent floors are reconstructed twice. Moreover, the 
duplicated common elements are same in structure. Thus, the topological construction 
of adjacent floors can be implemented by deleting the duplicated nodes, edges and 
faces and adding references to the reserved common topological primitives for 
adjacent polyhedra in different floors. By this way, the created 3D buildings models 
include a set of complete topological relationships, in which common faces are shared 
by adjacent polyhedrons, and common edges are shared by adjacent faces and the 
common nodes are shared by adjacent edges. 

4 Experiments 

With the proposed algorithm, we establish an experiment system which takes Visual 
C++ as development tools, and use Open Scence Graph (OSG) as graphic interface  
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and choose a small residential area as test data. The data include floor plans and 
elevation tables of every building. Floor plans provide the structure information of 
every floor and elevation tables provide the height information of every floor. Fig.4 
gives a process of a sample building, which only has two floors. (a) is the structure 
plan of the first floor; ( b) is the structure of the second floor; (c) is the result of 
extrusion.    
 

                 
       (a)                          (b)                            (c) 

Fig. 4. (a) Structure plan of first floor; ( b) Structure plan of second floor;(c)Model by extrusion 

Fig.5 is the modeling process of complicated building with two floors. (a) and (b) 
are the structure plans of the first floor and the second floor separately. (c) is the 
extruding result. 

 

              

(a)                   (b)                  (c) 

Fig. 5. ( a)Structure plan of first floor; ( b)Structure plan of second floor;(c) Model by extrusion 

Fig.6(a) is a sample of whole building with extrusion; (b) is the model of  a small 
residential area with extrusion. 

 

     
(a)                                          (b) 

Fig. 6. (a) Building with extrusion; (b) Small residential area with extrusion 
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5 Conclusion 

The paper analyzes the application demands of 3D city model and proposes a method 
for constructing topological consistent 3D city model. With the method, we can 
quickly generate 3D data of large area buildings, avoid the re-survey of buildings and 
save the cost of data collection. The shortage of the method is that it can’t handle the 
building with slope walls, which is our further goal. 
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